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the story of mahabharata begins with two sets of cousins, both of them brothers - the pandavas and the kauravas, who are brought together by an unfulfillable prophecy that they will one day go to war. the pandavas consist of five members, while the kauravas consist of
thirteen members, though they are brought together more for their wealth and power than on account of their number. the pandavas are heroes and are protected by krishna from the curses of their father - a kshatriya or warrior king. with their kingdom safe, they decide to
return to the woods as ascetics, and learn austerities. krishna advises them to pursue a life of spiritual observances. when the kauravas, disappointed by the pandavas' absence, begin the war, the pandavas prevail. the pandavas themselves are greatly admired for their
conduct; they are especially remembered for their humility and self-discipline. krishna is a cherished deity among hindus. he is a universal teacher and a divine figure who was the source of all the vedic disciplines, according to hindu mythology. he is the main deva avatar
(incarnation) of vishnu, and is believed to represent the soul of vishnu. krishna plays a central role in the bhagavad-gita, a religious text of hinduism. for krishna is the supreme personality of godhead (vishnu) personally manifested on earth for instructing people on spiritual
life. his life's work is the salvation of all living entities. he is therefore considered more important than god or brahman. a spiritual elite, capable of attaining the many varieties of divine knowledge, the vedas were the sacred scriptures that preceded the vedanta, the entire
body of knowledge and philosophy that arose out of the vedas. the vedas consist of seven major texts: atharvaveda, yajurveda, samaveda, rigveda, and samaveda, which are said to have been composed at the same time, and the two upavedas. the vedas also include the
brahmanas, aranyakas, and the vedangas.
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the set of lecture notes prepared by sukhtankar, prepared from the oral notes of the lecture by prof. sughadevi sivakumar gives information on the materials to be used and the methods of proofreading and retrieval. ipf – the notes which we have prepared so far from the
session, was a continuation of the first lecture. we need to keep going with the same points. but, some points raised in the first lecture have not got time to be covered fully. for instance, the use of english as the intermediate language of presentation is required in text

translation. but, it was not discussed in the first lecture since it is a sub-issue. we have to cover all these. i am mainly interested in the bhagavata purana. however, i have a slight craving for reading the mahabharata. as of today, i have read the complete mahabharata in
scribd, which is hosted by our partner and a friend of ours david. however, i would also like to read a particular part of it, but i don't quite know how to narrow the search down. i have figured out that if i am searching for a particular verse, it would be something like this: so,

the idea is that i would like to search just for the word bhagavata, so that if i am reading the second chapter of the bhagavatam and a particular verse comes up, i can click on it and download it. i was actually able to find this bhagavatasutra from the first chapter of the
bhagavata purana, but now i was wanting to read a particular verse in the second chapter. would anyone have an idea how to approach this? the first chapters of the mahabharata are titled bhishma parva, as if they are a part of the bhagavad gita. as in, the text reveals

itself as a kind of retelling of bhagavad gita and it is fascinating that it is based on the 8th canto, at kishkindha, of bhagavad gita. the mahabharata is divided into a hundred chapters. bhishma parva has twelve sections, called âparvas. these are written in poetic mode and
are of high literary, and also dramatization value. the first paragraph of the 1st section of the 1st paravam (book) of the 1st chapter, is called svargapraditam which gives the entire textual contents of the mahabharata, and that is in sanskrit. actually, in my poetic

translation of the mahabharata , i have added prefix, prefixes and suffixes to the actual sanskrit text to help understand the meaning better. one cannot understand the mahabharata in just sanskrit, one has to understand it in both sanskrit and the âranyak (lit. 'those who
are in search of the truth'). 5ec8ef588b
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